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I welcome you all to the March 2020 issue of Customs 
Journal.  It is always a great pleasure to be pressing the 
publish button.

However, we are definitely not living through a very 
happy moment. There is no human being on the planet 
who is not affected by the coronavirus pandemic which 
has taken its toll on the entire humanity.  Countries 
are put on lock downs, movement of people brought 
to an abrupt halt. We are cooped up in the homes as 
countries, including our own, make a desperate effort to 
contain the fast spreading Covid-19.  

Because of our presence at the border, our officers 
especially those posted in the front line have an 
increased exposure to imported viruses. To mitigate the 
possibility of contracting and ensure our service, several 
measures have been put in place at the organization 
level. Training and awareness programs were conducted 
beforehand. Officers working in the front line have been 
provided with protective gears and hygiene equipment. 

Editor’s Note

CuStOmS JOurNal MARCH 2020

Strict guidelines regarding personal hygiene and social 
distancing have been implemented. However, it’s not 
the increased confidence over protection that drives us, 
but the nobility of this profession. We are proud to be 
taking the risk for we know that the risk we take directly 
translates to security for our people.  

Criminals always look for opportunities to penetrate 
our defense systems. a pandemic like this, or any other 
situation that consume our attention and resources, are 
often capitalized by these criminals. Drug trafficking, 
duty evasion, counterfeit products – we need to remain 
focused and vigilant. 

Dear readers! They say that this pandemic could 
potentially be the test for our generation and a defining 
moment for us. I believe the best thing we could do 
alognside prayers and strict adherence to the authorities 
is to embrace this new reality and make the best use of 
this “opportunity”. 

ali.waheed@customs.gov.mv
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International Customs Day 2020

Customs under defense 
portfolio implies weight on 
security, says Minister 

“The general impression of the public 
alike is that customs is a matter of 
economics. However, with the increased 
threats of terrorism and similar security 
concerns, it is becoming absolutely clear 
that our role as predominantly a revenue 
collector is shifting more towards 
safekeeping”

- Minister

minister of Defense Honorable uz. mariya ahmed Didi, 
the cabinet Minister assigned to Customs, has said 
that the fact Customs is now placed under Minister 
of Defense implies an increased responsibility for 
safekeeping. Minister made this statement during her 
official remarks made on the special function held on 
26th January to commemorate International Customs 
Day. 

addressing the audience as the chief guest of the 
ceremony, Minister shed light on the evolving roles of 
customs stating that its absolutely vital for modern day 
customs administrations to assume a more vibrant role 
in the security front, especially in view of the changing 
dynamics of the threats we are collectively presented 
with. “The general impression of the public alike is that 
customs is a matter of economics. However, with the 
increased threats of terrorism and similar security 
concerns, it is becoming absolutely clear that our role 
as predominantly a revenue collector is shifting more 
towards safekeeping”, said the Minister. 

Continuing her remarks, she praised customs staff 
for their professionalism and sincere service, stating 
that she is not very used to hearing complaints or 
negative feedback about Customs. She also expressed 
her satisfaction for the impressive proportion of 
female participation especially in the supervisory and 
managerial roles.

She urged all the officers to remain adherent to the 
governments’ zeal for zero-tolerance to corruption. To 

CuStOmS JOurNal MARCH 2020

achieve this, it is vital that we instill public confidence 
on the institutional arrangements for raising complaints 
and their independent investigations, said the Minister.

International Customs Day is marked on the 26th 
January. World Customs Organization has dedicated 
this year’s on the contribution of Customs towards a 
sustainable future under the slogan “Customs fostering 
sustainability for people, prosperity and the planet.”
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International Customs Day 2020

Nineteen officers receive 
WCO Certificate of Merit
Nineteen officers were awarded with World Customs 
Organization’s Certificate of merit, (commonly referred 
to as WCO merit Certificate), for their outstanding 
contribution towards the theme  of the year. Certificates 
were distributed to the participants by the Chief Guest, 
minister of Defense uz. mariya ahmed Didi at the 
special ceremony held to mark International Customs 
Day 2020. 

Following are the list of officers who received the WCO 
merit Certificate: 

1. Superintendent abdulla rashid adam

2. Superintendent ahmed rasheed

3. Superintendent aminath uigath

4. Superintendent abdul Sattar ali

5. Superintendent Ibrahim Naaif

6. Chief Customs Officer Ibrahim athif

7. Chief Customs Officer ahmed luthfee

8. Chief Customs Officer ahmed Hafeez

9. Chief Customs Officer Inaya rafeeg

10. Chief Customs Officer Bunyameen ahmed

11. Chief Customs Officer mohamed Fayaz

12. Chief Customs Officer ramla ahmed

13. Chief Customs Officer aishath Hafeeza

14. Chief Customs Officer Yanasha Ismath

15. Chief Customs Officer Hamdhoona Zuhair

16. Chief Customs Officer Hussain ali

17. Senior Customs Officer Grade 2 Saifulla Idrees

18. Senior Customs Officer Grade 2 azmath Shakir

19. Senior Customs Officer Grade 2 Shafeenaz Shiham
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”
ުގޅަީފުޅަގިއ ަބިއަނލަްއޤާްވމީ ފްެނަވަރްށ ަހާދ ިވަޔާފިރ ަބނަދުރގެ 

ާމްސަޓރޕޭްލްނގެ ަމަސއަްކތް ިންނަމިއ، ަބނަދުރގެ ަޢަމލީ ަމަސއަްކތް، 

ިއާރަދުކެރއިްވއާްޔ ިމ ައަހުރ ފޭެށެނ. ިމ ަބނަދުރ ަތަރއްޤުީކަރނީ ައަހެރއްގެ 

ަމއަްޗްށ ެއވެްރޖޮްކްށ ަހަތުރ ަލއަްކ ޮކްނެޓިއަނުރގެ ުމާދ ައުރަވިއ ޭބުލަމްށ 

ޭބުންނާވ ަޒާމނީ ަވީސަލތަްތއް ިހަމަަނިއގްެނ.

ަމްސވިެރ ުއޅަނުދަފަހަރްށ ގްެނަނ ިއްނޖާީނިއ ޯދިނ ަބުނަމްށ ޭބުންނާވ 

ަފިއަބާރިއ ެރިސްނ ައދި ަމްސވިެރަކަމްށ ޭބުންނުކާރ ަބެއއް ާއާލތަްތުކގެ ިއމޯްޕުޓ 

ިޑުއޓީ ިމައަހުރގެ ެތޭރަގިއ ަކނޑިައެލވެޭނ.

03 ފެބްރުވަރީ 2020 ވަނަ ދުވަހު 

ރައީސުލްޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާ އިބްރާހީމް މުޙައްމަދު ޞާލިޙު 

އިއްވެވި ރިޔާސީ ބަޔާނުގައި، ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ ދާއިރާއިން 

ފާހަގަކުރައްވާފައިވާ ބައެއް ކަންކަން

ިމާހުރ ަމަސއަްކތް ަފާށަފިއާވ ެނަޝަނލް ިސްނަގލް ިވްނޑޯ ަމްޝޫރުޢގެ ަދުށްނ 

ޮއްނަލިއްނ ޯޕަޓެލއްގެ ެތެރިއްނ ިއމޯްޕުޓ ެއކްްސޯޕާޓ ުގޅޭ ިލެޔުކްނަތއް 

ުލިއ ަފޭސަހޮކްށ ުހަށެހޅެޭނ ިއްނިތާޒުމ، ައްނަނ ޭއޕްރީލް ަމްސ ެތޭރަގިއ 

ަހަމޖިެހގްެނާދެނ. ައދި ަސުރާކުރގެ ަކާމުގޅޭ ުވާޒާރަތއް ިމ ޯޕަޓލާްއ ުގޅިައެލިވ، 

ިއމޯްޕުޓ ެއކްްސޯޕުޓ ުހއަްދަތއް، ައްނަނ ައަހުރގެ ެތޭރަގިއ ޮއްނަލިއްނޮކްށ 

ޯފުރޮކްށޭދްނ ފޭެށެނ. 
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Uligan Yacht Symposium 2020

Policy level representatives 
commit to lessen 
bureaucratic red tape
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Customs conducted a national level symposium on 
January 30th with major stakeholders from both the 
government and the private sector parties engaged in 
the yacht tourism. The objective of this symposium 
was to bring together key stakeholders involved in the 
industry and to deliberate on ways to remove the existing 
barriers and facilitate an environment conducive for 
yacht tourism in the north. 

located at the northern most tip of the country, uligan 
attracts a lot of tourist yachts. One of the earliest 
Customs’ presence in the atolls in fact has been Uligan. 
Due to various reasons, however, number of vessels 
berthing at Uligan anchorage has declined drastically 
over the past couple of years. It is believed that the reason 
for this decline has a lot to do with the introduction of 
various fees and fines and related bureaucracy. 

Customs being the key agency playing part in the 
management of these incoming vessels, and hence 
with the data and expertise, took an proactive role to 
analyse the situation and compile a paper to be looked 
into by the People’s Majlis committee on Economic 
affairs. Customs was subsequently entrusted to bring 
together national stakeholders in the yacht operating 
industry to deliberate on the issues and recommended 
solutions.

Speaking at the closing ceremony, the sitting MP of Ha. 
Hoarafushi mr. ahmed Saleem thanked Commissioner 
General of Customs mr. ahmed Numan for his proactive  
leadership regarding this matter and attributed much of 
the achievements so far to his vision for Yacht tourism.  

Final report compiling the outcomes of the workshop 
have now been sent to the majlis Sectriat. We are happy 
to see the recommendations laid in the document 
already begining to take shape. 
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Number of vessels berthed at Ha. Uligan 1999-2019

100
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International Womens Day 2020

Female Officers to 
be assigned cargo 
inspection 
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maldives Customs Service officially introduced female 
officers to the assignment of sea cargo inspection 
and release. For as long as there has been customs 
inspection, female officers have been, although not 
through express directives but merely as a ‘way of 
doing things’, barred from a transfer or a posting in 
a cargo examination department.  This change was 
officially inaugurated by the minister of Gender, Family 
and Social Services, Honorable aishath mohamed Didi 
at the special function held on Sunday to celebrate 
International Women’s Day.

Speaking at the ceremony as the Chief Guest, minister 
aishath praised Customs for this ground-breaking 
initiative to remove barriers for women, quoting that 
it’s an important step forward in the efforts to reduce 
gender inequality. She asked for support from every 
staff in the organization to ensure successful and 
sustainable implementation of this new policy. 

Continuing her remarks, Minister also urged all 
institutions and organizations across to follow 
Customs’ this initiative as an example in the pursuit of 
gender equality in the work environment.  

Deputy Commissioner of Customs abdulla Shareef 
delivered the official remarks on behalf of Customs. In 
his speech, he highlighted that the introduction of female 
officers in the cargo examination field would open up 
newer and broader opportunities such as increased 
exposure to customs operations, training opportunities, 
and managerial and leadership opportunities. 

International Customs Day is celebrated on 08th of 
march. this year’s theme is “I am Generation Equality: 
realizing Women’s rights”.
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Coronavirus Pandemic: 

Drastic measures in place 
to protect staff and avoid 
contamination;

SOPs prepared for alert 
levels white, yellow and 
red;

Special incentives for 
imports of medical and 
healthcare equipment;
Maldives Customs Service has taken several measures 
in the face of the coronavirus pandemic that has taken 
a  toll on virtually every human being on the planet. 
Similar to the health care workers and several other 
enforcement agencies working in the front line, customs 
officers possess a greater risk of acquiring the virus as 
they are present at the border, coming into close contact 
with several passengers every day. However, when the 
government announced temporary discontinuation 
of on-arrival visas prohibiting foreigners entering the 
country, this risk has been substantially reduced. 

Further, Customs being the government authority with 
the mandate for administering import export regulations 
of a country heavily dependent on imports even for 
the most basic staples, it’s really hard to anticipate a 
situation where we can afford to close the border for 
cargo. 

On learning the potential risks of Coronavirus to the 
Maldives, the government of Maldives initiated to act 
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proactively. a national task force has been assembled 
from the very beginning that comprised of representative 
focal points from various government agencies. 

Organizational decisions with regard to the pandemic 
are guided by the HPa and the  task force. 

In compliance with the instructions from the Health 
Protection agency (HPa), the management of customs 
made swift arrangements to ensure the staff are 
adequately trained and made aware regarding the novel 
coronavirus and also the necessary protective gear 
provided to staff working in the front line sections. 

Further arrangements were made as the situation 
developed and risks consequently increased. This 
included trimming service hours and minimizing the 
number of staff on duty to essential minimum. Most 
of the sections performing supportive tasks remain 
closed and staff released on condition of strict social 
distancing practice. 

Experts from the HPA demonstrate 

proper ways to wear protective 

equipment during a training 

session held in February
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Customs staff are encouraged to frequently wash hands 
and exercise personal hygiene at work. as such, hand 
washing arrangements are provided in all work offices 
and hand sanitizer dispensers are mounted at close 
distances across all departments. Customs officers 
with underlying medical conditions and the pregnant 
are given paid leaves until the situation eases. Face-to-
face meetings were discouraged as far as possible and 
the use of online options encouraged. 

to help the importers in this difficult time and to ensure 
smooth movement of goods, several measures are 
taken and incentives given by the government. as such, 

import duties and processing fees on protective items 
imported during the period of the currently declared 
health emergency have been waived off by the president. 
Further emergency measures to simplify customs 
procedures and allow swift passing of consignments, 
are already on the table and discussions are ongoing 
regarding the necessary control adjustments to 
risk management system and post clearance audit 
guidelines. 

Standard Operating Procedures for the three levels of 
national emergency spectrum has been prepared and 
ready to be mobilized as the situation develops.
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ފަރުދީ ޒިންމާ އަދާކުރައްވާ! ގޭގައި މަޑުކުރައްވާ!
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NACIN Capacity Building MoU:

Implementation begins

Implementation of the capacity building cooperation 
agreement signed between Customs and Indian 
Government last year has been in full swing. Batches 
of officers have been traveling to various cities of India 
starting right from the start of the year. 

Earlier in January, a contingent comprising of senior 
level officers including the Deputy Commissioner of 
Customs visited Mumbai customs on an exposure 
visit. In addition to observing the practices, systems 
and tools used in one of the busiest ports in the world, 
the delegate met with senior officials from the National 
academy of Customs and Indirect taxes (NaCIN) and 
discussed on areas of mutual cooperation. Specific 

details about the skills requirement for our staff were 
also discussed during the talks. 

On February 10th, another batch comprising of 30 
middle level officers attended a specialised training 
program related various customs topics such as 
valuation and risk management, offered by NaCIN at 
Faridabad, Delhi. 

Similar program designed for the junior level staff were 
also about to be started in March, however due to the 
current situation following the pandemic declaration, 
the program has been suspended until things return 
back normal. 

tRAining
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Customs Officers who traveled to 

Delhi last month for specialized  

training offered by NACIN

Earlier in January, five of our officers participated 
in distinct training programs offered by the Indian 
technical and Economic Cooperation (ItEC). 

The government of Maldives signed six cooperation 
agreements last year during the state vist of the 
president of the republic of India. One of the six was 
an exclusive agreement concentrated on building 
capacities for Maldives Customs Service. 

Commissioner General of Customs mr. ahmed Numan 
expressed his sincere gratitude to the Central Board of 
Indirect taxes and Customs (CBIC) of India for providing 
these training opportunities for our officers. On a tweet 
he posted, he also thanked the Indian ambassador for 
his “efforts in developing bilateral relation between both 
of our customs administrations.”
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Internal audit and Compliance Section conducted a 
one-day workshop on the 02nd of March in which 
officers from all departments sit together to conduct 
a risk assessment on various work functions. The 
objective of this workshop was to help formulate the 
internal audit plan for the year 2020, which is going to 
be based on the level of risk.  

Customs to Implement 
Risk-based Internal Auditing

Section Heads and Deputy Section Heads participated 
in the workshop, which was moderated by the staff of 
Internal audit and Compliance Section. a special guest 
from the auditor General’s Office took an initial lecture 
covering the objectives of conducting such an audit and 
the significance of it. 

tRAining
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Effective and independent audit systems are absolutely 
crucial elements which help organizations achieve 
their objectives through continuous evaluation and 
improvement in effectiveness of risk management, 
control and governance. 

Participants in the workshop extensively discussed 
within their respective groups formed according to 
broader areas of strategic focus, and administered 
a self-assessment risk matrix which covered major 
target areas including governance and monitoring, 
information and technology systems, legal boundaries, 
revenue leakage and social security. 
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Customs Academy 
conducts training need 
analysis
a workshop was held on the 2nd of February by 
Customs academy to finalize the training requirement 
for the next three years. Managerial and supervisory 
level officers with the experience in the training and 
development participated in the workshop moderated 
by staff of Customs academy.

a new strategic plan outlining the organizational goals 
and objectives for the next five years was formulated 
at the end of last year. Taking the new government’s 
policies and priorities as well as the changing dynamics 
of business environment into account, major revisions 
have been brought to the strategic course of the 
organization. 

The purpose of the training assessment was to conduct 
a gap analysis against the competencies required to 
deliver the new milestones identified in the strategic 
plan. 

The new strategic plan envisions a “trusted and leading 
customs administration” at the end of the five-year term. 
In order to arrive in the desired destination, providing 
the staff with appropriate skills and competencies and 
keeping them continuously refreshed is crucial. 

the members of the Commissioner General’s advisory 
Board participated as observers and provided much 
needed inputs to help the participants come up with 
quality output. 

tRAining
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Deputy Commissioner of Customs 

Abdulla Shareef receives a special 

plaque of appreciation awarded to 

Maldives Customs Service by State 

Electric Company Ltd (STELCO). 

Participants of the Training Needs 

Analysis workshop
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8th Inter Office Billiard Championship:

Womens Single Event
Champions: Aminath Haleem

Mens Team Event

Third place: Customs

5th Government Office/Company Badminton 
Championship 2020

Womens Division
Champions: Customs

Sports and Recreation:
Customs shines 
in multiple sports 
competitions

SPORtS

22
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The past two months have been quite festive with many 
of our girls and boys reprenting Customs in various 
sporting events and bringing notable amount of trophies 
and awards both collectively and individually. 

aminath Haleem claimed gold in womens singles event  
of the 8th Inter-Office Billiard tournament. mens team 
won third place in Mens team event. 

In badminton, our girls beat Bank of Maldives in the 

final to lift the champions trophy of the 5th Government 
Office/Company Badminton Championship 2020. 

although we were not able to reach the finals of the 
hand ball tournament team wise, Hussain Haleem 
was selected among the best seven players of the 
tournament. 

CJ congratulates all the winners and notes the wonderful 
efforts put by CrC team behind the stage. 
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Customs was crowned the champions of the second 
Hr maldives Executive Futsal Challenge 2020. Customs 
beat auditor General’s Office on penalties in the final 
match after the game ended a goal-each draw. 

Hr maldives Executive Futsal Challenge 2020 was 
a one-day sporting event organized by the Human 
Capital magazine of the Hr maldives, exclusively for the 
executive management teams of government offices 
and pubic companies. 

according to Hr maldives, the objective of this one-

Customs Executives Team
Lifts Champions Trophy

day futsal tournament was to “strengthen and enhance 
positive relationships among organizations while 
promoting good health and sportsmanship for executive 
management teams”. 

a total of eleven teams participated in the tournament 
which was played on single elimination rule where 
any team who loses exits the tournament. Six teams 
progressed to the second round - the round of six. The 
three winners from the second round qualified to the 
semi-final where the loser of the semi one was awarded 
a play-off against the third semi-finalist.

SPORtS

HR Maldives 
Executive Futsal Challenge 2020
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Customs with a brilliant performance from Mumthaz 
abdul rasheed claimed wins in all four games they 
played to qualify for the finale. mumthaz sustained a 
serious injury to his toe in the final match in which he 
was forced to be substituted.

Customs team coached by mahmood riyaz 
demonstrated a clear edge in terms of experience and 
discipline compared to other teams in the tournament. 

mumthaz abdul rasheed was named the king of the 
tournament. He and Farhad Dawood were included in  
the tourament’s dream team.

This is the second consecutive year the tournament has 
been conducted. 

CuStOmS JOurNal MARCH 2020




